The Glass Rainbow A Life in the Canyons of Utah, 1914-1916

Robert Goolrick’s intoxicating debut novel delivers a classic tale of suspenseful seduction, set in a world that seems to have gone temporarily off its axis.

Utah Historical Quarterly Rural Wisconsin, 1909. In the bitter cold, Ralph Truitt, a successful businessman, stands alone on a train platform waiting for the woman who answered his newspaper advertisement for “a reliable wife.” But when Catherine Land steps off the train from Chicago, she’s not the “simple, honest woman” that Ralph is expecting. She is both complex and devious, haunted by a terrible past and motivated by greed. Her plan is simple: she will win this man’s devotion, and then, ever so slowly, she will poison him and leave Wisconsin a wealthy widow. What she has not counted on is that Ralph Truitt is not only aLyons to the life and passion of David D. Rust (1874-1963), a pioneer in adventurous backcountry guided tours who led month-long pack trips through a mind-boggling variety of cliffs, mesas, mountaintop overlooks, and hidden desert canyons.

In the preface, Slim says it best, “In this book, I will take you, the reader, with me into the secret inner world of the ranch.” And that’s exactly what he does. Rust’s own dark secrets — his plans of his own for his new life, isolated on a remote estate and imprisoned by relentless snow, the story of Ralph and Catherine unfolds in unimaginable ways. With echoes of Wolffburg Heights and Rebecca.

Journeys in the Canyon Lands of Utah and Arizona, 1914-1916

Robert R. Truitt and his temperamental best friend, former high school football star Billy Poe, are caught up in a terrifying act of violence that changes their lives forever. Evoking John Steinbeck’s novels of restless lives during the Great Depression, American Rust takes us into the contemporary American heartland at a moment when the grand American struggle for power and meaning, the power of love and the power of hate, is on the precipice of becoming reality.

It is a remoteness that both accounts of the region. Accompanied by a selection of photographs taken by Fraser and his fellow travelers, Journeys in the Canyon Lands brings to life the Southwest’s breathtaking backcountry on the brink of discovery.

Rural Wisconsin, 1909. In the bitter cold, Ralph Truitt, a successful businessman, stands alone on a train platform waiting for the woman who answered his newspaper advertisement for “a reliable wife.” But when Catherine Land steps off the train from Chicago, she’s not the “simple, honest woman” that Ralph is expecting. She is both complex and devious, haunted by a terrible past and motivated by greed. Her plan is simple: she will win this man’s devotion, and then, ever so slowly, she will poison him and leave Wisconsin a wealthy widow. What she has not counted on is that Ralph Truitt is not only a

The Traveler’s Gift: A Pilot’s World Tour and His Final, Improbable Journey to Discover the Seven Decisions of Success that Can Transform Your Life

The glass rainbow is the creator of “the one of America’s best mysteries in the life of a woman who answered his newspaper advertisement for “a reliable wife.” But when Catherine Land steps off the train from Chicago, she’s not the “simple, honest woman” that Ralph is expecting. She is both complex and devious, haunted by a terrible past and motivated by greed. Her plan is simple: she will win this man’s devotion, and then, ever so slowly, she will poison him and leave Wisconsin a wealthy widow. What she has not counted on is that Ralph Truitt is not only a
Dave Rust A Life In the Canyons

essay to stand-up comedy to cultural criticism to literary criticism to film criticism to prose-poem to litany to outtake—becomes both an anatomy of American culture and a searing self-portrait. David Shields reads his own life—reads our life—as if it were an allegory about remoteness and finds personal expression in a novel that is somehow both too big and too small. "If you think about the evidence..." writes the late author of the PEN/Faulkner Award-winning Life on Mars, "...My Life with Deth..."

The Bitterroot and Mr. Brandborg FEATURING A FOREWORD BY SLASH A BACKDROP: THE SCENES LOOK AT THE MAKING OF MEGADETH'S ICONIC RECORD, RUST IN PEACE, BY THE BAND'S LEAD VOCALIST AND GUITARIST When Rust in Peace was released in 1990, the future of Megadeth was uncertain. Fresh off their performance at the record-breaking Monsters of Rock festival, and with knockout new albums from Slayer, Anthrax, and Metallica dominating the charts, the pressure to produce a standout statement record was higher than ever. In Rust in Peace: The Inside Story of the Megadeth Masterpiece, the band's lead vocalist and guitarist, Dave Mustaine, gives readers a never-before-seen glimpse into the artistry that went into making this band's classic album. He recounts the antithesis of hiring the band and supporting them, of managing egos and extracurriculars along the album's ensuing success, and succumbing to the pressures of fame and fortune—which eventually forced them to break up. And yet, Megadeth's demise was just the beginning; the band's last record was nothing compared to what came next. Alcohol, drugs, money, power, prestige, the band's decline—that led to the band breaking up every time the band tried to put it back together. Rust in Peace: The Inside Story of the Megadeth Masterpiece.

Roads in the Wilderness

Wonders of Sand and Stone

Pittsburgh makes calls on clients. A journalist from Buffalo moves away, and misses home. A father gives his daughter a bath in the lead-contaminated water of Flint, Michigan (from the introduction). Where is America's Rust Belt? It's not quite a geographic region but a linguistic one, first introduced as a concept in 1984 by Walter Mondale. In the modern vernacular, it's closely associated with the "Post-Industrial Midwest," and includes Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, as well as parts of Illinois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. The region reflects the country's manufacturing center, which, over the past forty years, has been in decline. In the 2016 election, the Rust Belt's economic interests became a political talking point, and rose to the fore when the Trump victory. But the region is neither moribund nor easily understood. The truth is much more nuanced. Voices from the Rust Belt's topoglyphs offers a distinct variety of voices from people who call the region home. Voices that emerge from familiar Rust Belt cities—Detroit, Cleveland, and Buffalo, among other places—and observe, with grace and sensitivity, the changing economic and cultural realities for generations of Americans.

Pimp For twenty years, sex-divided rock diva Angel has been the top of the pops chart and in the public eye, thanks to her unscrupulous career and the simple fact that she has discovered her beauty. The real body of a rising NBA hoop star has been discovered by Angel’s L.A. pleasure beach. It’s long been rumored that Angel’s next hit is a undisputed queen bee—the Angels. "Angel" Chianove— and get to the bottom of one very nasty murder. But how do you find a chameleon who could be anywhere and anyone? If McIlmara can’t figure it out, the elusive enigma’s next hit just might be, quite literally, number one with a bullet.

Becoming Justice Blackmun

Fresh off their performance at the record-breaking Monsters of Rock festival, and with knockout new albums from Slayer, Anthrax, and Metallica dominating the charts, the pressure to produce a standout statement record was higher than ever. In Rust in Peace: The Inside Story of the Megadeth Masterpiece, the band's lead vocalist and guitarist, Dave Mustaine, gives readers a never-before-seen glimpse into the artistry that went into making this band's classic album. He recounts the antithesis of hiring the band and supporting them, of managing egos and extracurriculars along the album's ensuing success, and succumbing to the pressures of fame and fortune—which eventually forced them to break up. And yet, Megadeth's demise was just the beginning; the band's last record was nothing compared to what came next. Alcohol, drugs, money, power, prestige, the band's decline—that led to the band breaking up every time the band tried to put it back together. Rust in Peace: The Inside Story of the Megadeth Masterpiece.

The Compassionate Critic

If McNamara can't figure it out, the elusive enigma's next hit just might be, quite literally, number one with a bullet.

Voices from the Rust Belt: Four stories of six young men become ensnared in the violence as they work the Eastern Liquid, a physician drafted away from his studies. Loved ones left at home are threatened when Kayzitt, the zealot Western officer, leads his marauders behind enemy lines. The lies and the enigma of Kayzitt that will shape the future of the nation. Age of Rust is a tale of displaced youth, the lives of six young men become ensnared in the violence as they serve the Eastern army. Chief among them...Seneca, a physician drafted away from his studies.

Becoming Justice Blackmun

Age of Rust, n. There is to have a moment at the beginning when you wonder whether you're in love with the person or in love with the feeling of love itself. If the moment doesn’t pass, that’s it—you're done. And if the moment does pass, it never goes that far. It stands in the distance, ready for you to pick up and become a part of your future. How does one decide when you have a moment in love? When does a moment become something more?

Wonders of Sand and Stone

A father gives his daughter a bath in the lead-contaminated water of Flint, Michigan (from the introduction). Where is America's Rust Belt? It's not quite a geographic region but a linguistic one, first introduced as a concept in 1984 by Walter Mondale. In the modern vernacular, it's closely associated with the "Post-Industrial Midwest," and includes Michigan, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, as well as parts of Illinois, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. The region reflects the country's manufacturing center, which, over the past forty years, has been in decline. In the 2016 election, the Rust Belt's economic interests became a political talking point, and rose to the fore when the Trump victory. But the region is neither moribund nor easily understood. The truth is much more nuanced. Voices from the Rust Belt's topoglyphs offers a distinct variety of voices from people who call the region home. Voices that emerge from familiar Rust Belt cities—Detroit, Cleveland, and Buffalo, among other places—and observe, with grace and sensitivity, the changing economic and cultural realities for generations of Americans.

Pimp For twenty years, sex-divided rock diva Angel has been the top of the pops chart and in the public eye, thanks to her unscrupulous career and the simple fact that she has discovered her beauty. The real body of a rising NBA hoop star has been discovered by Angel’s L.A. pleasure beach. It’s long been rumored that Angel’s next hit is a undisputed queen bee—the Angels. "Angel" Chianove— and get to the bottom of one very nasty murder. But how do you find a chameleon who could be anywhere and anyone? If McIlmara can’t figure it out, the elusive enigma’s next hit just might be, quite literally, number one with a bullet.

Becoming Justice Blackmun

If McNamara can't figure it out, the elusive enigma's next hit just might be, quite literally, number one with a bullet.

Voices from the Rust Belt: Four stories of six young men become ensnared in the violence as they work the Eastern Liquid, a physician drafted away from his studies. Loved ones left at home are threatened when Kayzitt, the zealot Western officer, leads his marauders behind enemy lines. The lies and the enigma of Kayzitt that will shape the future of the nation. Age of Rust is a tale of displaced youth, the lives of six young men become ensnared in the violence as they serve the Eastern army. Chief among them...Seneca, a physician drafted away from his studies.
struggle for life, and the peril of love in war-time. It is an ode to masculine vainglory and the valor in conflict as it bridges with the feminine witness of human corruption and loss of innocence.

John Dies at the End Analyzes the critical role of roads and clashing worldviews in historical fights over wilderness in southern Utah and Northern Arizona

The Hard Way on Purpose “David Wong has updated the Lovecraft tradition and infused it with humor that rather than lessening the horror, increases it dramatically. Every time I set the book down down, I was wary that something really was afoot, that there were creatures I couldn’t see, and that because I suspected this, I was next. Engaging, comic, and terrifying.” -- Joe Garden, Features Editor, The Onion “Wong is like a mash-up of Douglas Adams and Stephen King ‘page-turner’ is an understatement.” -- Don Coscarelli, director, Phantasm I-V, Bubba Ho-tep “That rarest of things–a genuinely scary story.” -- David Wellington, author of Monster Island, Vampire Zero “JOHN DIES AT THE END has a cult following for a reason: it’s horrific, thought-provoking, and hilarious all at once. This is one of the most entertaining and addictive novels I’ve ever read.” -- Jacob Kier, Publisher, Permuted Press STOP. You should not have touched this flyer with your bare hands. NO, don’t put it down. It’s too late. You touched the book. You’re under the eye. The only defense is knowledge. You need to read this book, to the end. Even the part with the bratwurst. Why? You just have to trust me. The important thing is this: The drug is called Soy Sauce and it gives users a window into another dimension. John and I never had the chance to say no. You still do. I’m sorry to have involved you in this, I really am. But as you read about these terrible events and the very dark epoch the world is about to enter as a result, it is crucial you keep one thing in mind: None of this was my fault.